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Home Glasses Buying Glasses | En Español You have just received a prescription for glasses, so the next question is: Where to buy glasses? Should I buy glasses at an optical store nearby or buy glasses online? Where is the best place to buy glasses? It depends on what is most important to you. If convenience and cost are your main
problems, buying glasses online may be your best choice. If you have strong or complex prescription glasses and you want a trained optician to guide you in choosing lenses and frames, a traditional brick-and-mortar optical shop might be a better option. Let's go through the process of buying glasses online and in person:Frame selection:
Number and variety or personal service Where and how to choose glasses frames? Online retailers often have far more frames to choose from than you'll find in an optical store. There is only enough space on the shelf or wall to present the frames in the store, after all. A wide selection of online frames can be a good thing if you don't
want to miss out on the perfect style, but siwing all of these options can be fun or overwhelming. Not sure where to start looking for a new look? What is your face shape? Some eyewear styles look better on round, oval, diamond and other face shapes. If you're shopping in an optical store or video center, your optician can guide you to
frames that might look best on your face shape. Do these frames look stodgy? Too bold? Just ask the optician. If you're buying glasses online from the comfort of your home or office, look for an online-style search engine to help you narrow your search. Then use the virtual try-on tool to see how your favorite glasses will look on your face.
Face Fit: Lenses and framesDusy distance and lensesAdjud of the best glasses for your eyesight needs begins with getting the right distance of the pupil. What is pupil distance? Pupil distance (PD) is an important measurement because the optical agent of each eyepiece lens must be positioned directly in front of the centre of each pupil.
Incorrect PD measurement can cause eye strain, blurred vision and even double vision. In the bricks and mortar shop, your optician will measure your student's distance. In online eyewear stores, instructions will guide you through how to calculate the pupil distance yourself. In some cases, pd can be measured based on a photo. Worried
that you might incorrectly measure the distance of your pupils? Some online eyewear stores have opticians standing by to help. AdvertisingGlasses do more than improve your vision – they are expanding your personality! Try this helpful quiz from EyeBuyDirect that will guide you to the best fit for your unique style and personality. With
technologically to the lenses of the world's leading manufacturers of Without the risk of a 14-day free return policy, discovering the perfect pair has never been easier. Start NowHow do these frames fit your face? How do these snazzy new frames fit your face? Start with the pair you're currently wearing. In the store, the optician will start
the assembly process, obtaining measurements of the current frame. In the online store, glasses, videos and guides will guide you by finding measurements of current frames. Once you've selected the frames, it's time to choose lenses. Lenses: What are your options? After an eye examination, the ophthalmologist probably explained a
little about the prescription. He or she may have discussed lens options – such as progressive or bifocal lenses if you are over 40 years old and need multifocal lenses. If you order prescription glasses online, especially if you only need single-vision lenses, the process is quite simple. After landing on the perfect frame, select the lens type
(single image, progressive, bifocal, reading glasses or over-the-counter) and select the lens material (for example, plastic or polycarbonate). Then choose lens option packs and add-ons (anti-glare coating, for example)If you need progressive lenses or other multifocal lenses, your ophthalmologist or optical store may be the best place to
order lenses. This is because multifocal lenses require very precise frame, lens and PD measurements and subtle adjustments to the frame, so different optical lens zones are perfectly positioned for clear, comfortable vision at all distances. Your glasses prescription, which details the lenses you need, is just the starting point. There are a
number of lens coatings that can further improve vision and protect your eyesight. Do you want photochromatic lenses such as transitions to help you adjust to the light as you go from the inside to the bright sun? Do you want your lenses to filter blue light from your computer screen and digital devices? Knowing what you want in the next
pair of glasses will provide you with the best glasses for your eyesight needs. Check online reviews and warrantiesBefore you buy and buy glasses, check reviews about optical store, eye center or online eyewear store. There is a chance that if other people are happy with the glasses they bought, you too will. Also check the price
matching guarantees. And do not forget to take advantage of eye insurance, whether buying glasses in the vision center, optical store or online glasses store. But what if something goes wrong? What if you're not happy with the matching glasses or don't see as clearly as you expected? Whether you're buying glasses online or in-store,
they're almost always covered by the manufacturer's warranty, which includes free repair or replacement of glasses. Get the best glasses for your needs best glasses glasses to improve your eyesight, and the best-fit frames will allow you to see better and comfortably. Where is the best place to buy glasses? It depends on what is most
important to you. For personal use, the optician will guide you through collecting frames and lenses. If you have simple prescription glasses and do-it-yourself thinking, you can save time and money by buying glasses online. Wherever you decide to buy glasses, the first step is to schedule an exam with an eye doctor nearby to update
your glasses prescription. Take this step today. Site updated July 2019 Download all the best tasty recipes in your inbox! Sign up for the Tasty newsletter today! I used to spend a week in a glass house. It was an eccentric, bow-tie-shaped modernist thingamajig mounted on stilts in an isolated patch of Marin County. Through the
transparent walls of the house I could watch the birds go about their tree-level activities and look at the coastal meadows and pastures. My closest neighbours were dairy cows. On my first night at home, I woke up at 4 .m. wondering why the sun was out. Gradually, I realized that the brilliant white glow flooding the house was the moon of
the moon. Still, I was a little scared, because the extraordinary intensity of the moon made me feel as if I was sleeping tightly not indoors, but somewhere in the wild. For all obvious reasons, real glass houses, transparent all around, are relatively rare. But now that the glass has been redesigned into a high-quality green building material,
we will certainly see more of them. Just look at Werner Sobek's R128 House (page 72) in Stuttgart, Germany. It's a shiny, extremely efficient, sustainable, recyclable, triple glazed ice cube of your home. Today, as architects who design skyscrapers know well, stunningly clean glass can filter out solar heat, and glass sandwiches with air or
argon inside can effectively insulate. And thanks to photovoltaic technology, glass curtain walls can also generate electricity. It makes sense. But then, the appeal of a glass house was never exactly rational. In fact, I'd rather think glass houses are quite specifically designed to facilitate these 4 a.m. encounters with space. I don't think he
fully captured it until a recent visit to the 1949 Philip Johnson Glass House in New Canaan, Connecticut. The architect died in 2005 at the age of 98, and his 47-acre estate, dotted with architectural experiments, is now administered by the National Trust for Historic Preservation. I've never been a big fan of Johnson; its office buildings and
public buildings have always left me cold. But when I walked into his Glass House for the first time, I fell in love. This what I never thought of Johnson as: simple, modest, understated. It is just 1,728 square feet of open space (bathroom only closed) - epic sheets of glass mounted in steel frame. What he found fascinating was the way
Johnson carefully nurtured the surrounding forests and fields and mounted headlights to keep the landscape illuminated at night. And in this elaborate way - more Louis XIV than Henry David Thoreau - he undermined the line between interior and exterior. Actually, my fascination with the idea of a glass house has less to do with Johnson
than with architect Michael Bell. Back in the 1990s, Bell, who then taught at Rice and is now an associate professor at Columbia and director of the Columbia Project on Housing, designed glass house @2 Degrees. The house was one of a collection of sixteen by innovative architects to be built in Houston's Fifth District, an impoverished
and long-troubled neighborhood. Bell called for a 900-square-foot, two-bedroom, two-bathroom house dressed entirely in glass. I saw it on display in 1999 at the Museum of Modern Art, the Un-Private House, and it was one plan I found hanging on the walls of the museum that I desperately wanted to see realized. First, I admired the
audacity of planting a house so open and so sensitive in a difficult urban environment. I particularly appreciated Bell's intention to knit a glass house with in-store components, such as fleetwood sliding glass doors, and build the whole thing for $113,000. Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the house was that it was the only one in MoMA
galleries I could have dreamed of. I certainly wasn't the only one who thought so. When I was 10 years old and saw Philip Johnson's Glass House for the first time in Janson's Art History, it was a real aesthetic moment, recalls Philip Gefter. I thought, This is what I want. Later in life, Gefter, who grew up as a culture photo editor at the New
York Times, and his partner, Richard Press, a filmmaker, encountered bell's version of the show at MoMA. And in 2002, when it occurred to us that we could buy land and build a house, he was the first architect we named, Gefter says. It didn't occur to us that he never built it. Gefter and Press hired Bell, believing they would soon build a
simple prefabricated glass house on 12 acres they bought in the Hudson River Valley, north of New York City. However, both customers and the architect expected so much from this particular house that simplicity was never really an option. First, not only has Bell never built a Glass House @2 Degrees, he's never built anything on his
own before. And Gefter and the Press were very special. Coincidentally, as the couple began their plans to build a house, Press is doing research on a scenario that follows the troubled stories of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe and Edith Farnsworth, who was probably his biggest client, and also reportedly be his Of course, Gefter and Press
made the pilgrimage to Farnsworth House in Plano, Illinois, which inspired Johnson's house, but it was not completed until two years later, in 1951. I studied architecture at UC Berkeley and always worshipped Farnsworth's House, he explains to The Press. But nothing really prepared me to see him in person. Tears went into my eyes - it
was so beautiful - and I looked at Philip and he had tears in his eyes. It sounds like a trivial thing, but I thought I could see something that was perfect. Gefter and Press not only wanted a fully transparent home that would embody the aesthetic power of Mies and Johnson, but they were also more esoteric. For example, they wanted the
house to be like one of artist James Turrell's sculptures, where space is defined only by a diaphronic rectangle of light. I wanted a perception puzzle, Gefter tells me. So it's no surprise that a 2,280-square-foot J-shaped decommissioning house costs much more than Bell Houston's budget. First, it was all custom made. Absolutely nothing
was off the shelf. But what they finished is a house that exceeds even the extremely high expectations of all concerned. And when any of the three talk about it, it quickly goes metaphysically. For example, because the glass walls are suspended outside the construction frame of the house, and because each sheet of glass is so huge, Bell
notes to find the edges of the windows, your peripheral vision must be quite wide. After all, you feel that you are not inside at all. And Gefter noted that given the way the pieces of the house reflect each other and the surrounding landscape, there are times when it's so ambiguous that you're not sure where you are. With his first
commission, Bell wound up leaving his dream of a populist glass house in hand. But other architects have recently sought to believe that the glass house is not just a temple to the cult of high modernism, but something that can be practical. For example, Linda Taalman and Alan Koch, a husband-and-wife architecture team from Los
Angeles, built a prototype in the desert near Joshua Tree National Park using a set of parts that includes an easily assembled Rexroth aluminum frame, glass walls made by Metal Window Corporation, and a roof made of a kind of steel decking board customarily used as a structural floor in skyscrapers. They plan to sell an affordable set
of versions of their home and also work with the developer on a high-end model. What the Taalman-Koch approach adds to the formula is bold graphics. Koch says artists create outfits for glass walls to make them less sterile. Colorful patterns are, of course, decorative, but they also contribute to the shadow and a little privacy. And, as
predicted, when Koch refers to the experience of life his house high desert, tells me that the glass walls offer a new relationship with nature, which transforms even routine duties. Koch tells me about sweeping the house in my towel after shower with the door all open, feeling the rhythm of the breeze. In this respect, it doesn't sound so



much different from Bell, who got to spend one night alone at the Gefter-Press house. He woke up in the middle of the night and wandered a 135-meter route from the Press studio, located at one end of shape J, to Gefter, at the opposite end. Honestly, I was naked and just walked around looking at the house. You feel like outside, but
your feet are on the warm floor because it's radiant warm, and you look into this forest. And this is an intriguing thing about glass houses: On the one hand, they are the ultimate expression of modernist aesthetics, buildings distilled into a clean structure, but on the other hand they can be a surprisingly powerful means to reconnect
tenderfoot urbanites with nature. For all the technological mastery implied by these cool glass-metal boxes, for all the high-minded theories that inspire, people who live in glass houses tend to be a little primitive, developing an almost mystical connection to the landscape on the other side of their transparent walls. Oh, yes, we do it all the
time, Press responds when I inform him about Bell's late walk at night. I'll just wake up to drink water or something. There is an animal outside. Or wild turkeys walking around the field. Or the moon is coming in peace. Or the stars. The glass is so high that when you lie in bed, you see the sky. It's like camping. This content is created and
handled by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. For more information about this and similar content, see piano.io piano.io
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